4th Grade

Teacher Toolkit

NEBRASKA AGRICULTURE IN THE CLASSROOM
NEBRASKA FARM BUREAU FOUNDATION
Nebraska Agriculture in the Classroom (AITC) recognizing the wisdom, creativity, and dedication teachers invest in the classroom, offers support through lesson plans and activities to enhance classroom learning. AITC has a long history of creating resources connecting state educational content standards in math, science, social studies, and language arts to food, fiber, and fuel.

**Why use agriculture to teach core learning?**

Agriculture connects people. Farms and ranches are everywhere in our nation. Agricultural businesses are in towns, cities, and communities in every part of Nebraska. In Nebraska, agriculture creates one in four jobs – jobs that your students can one day be involved in. The bottom line is, agriculture is an important industry for all of us and provides a rich context for learning about Nebraska’s past and present, the economy, lifestyles, the environment, and so much more.

We invite you to explore lessons and hands-on activities that thoughtfully engage students. Use this toolkit to learn how to get started using Nebraska Agriculture in the Classroom resources in your classroom.
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*Director of Outreach Education*
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*Sate Contact*

courtenys@nefb.org
Where do I Start?

Begin to build your Nebraska AITC Teacher Toolbox with these fourth-grade specific resources. From readers to lesson plans to in-person opportunities, you can find the right fit for your classroom. Visit www.nefbfoundation.org to access these resources.

Follow us on Facebook to get information on our resources, scholarships, grants, and events.

www.facebook.com/neagfoundation

AgMag

This weekly-reader style magazine can enhance classroom learning as a large discussion piece, an activity for small groups, or an at-home enrichment resource. Each issue has a corresponding Teacher’s Guide that contains classroom integration ideas. Check out the six issues that align with Nebraska State Standards in language arts and social studies.

Between the Rows

Subscribe to the monthly Nebraska Agriculture in the Classroom newsletter to receive program updates, classroom grant opportunities, lesson ideas, and so much more!

Classroom Visit

Participate in a grade-specific, hands-on lesson with a Nebraska Agriculture in the Classroom professional educator. Each lesson is aligned with Nebraska State Education Standards and takes students on an exploration of Nebraska, integrating classroom topics and agriculture. We recommend starting with the lesson, The Nebraska Adventure, to connect to Nebraska history topics. View all lesson opportunities online!
I’m Warming Up

Continue building your Nebraska AITC involvement by growing your toolbox with these fourth-grade specific opportunities. Visit www.nefbfoundation.org to access these resources.

Ag Pen Pal Program

Connect with a farmer or rancher by exchanging three letters during the school year. Learn about natural resources, seasons, nutrition, communities, the environment, weather, and culture of Nebraska. The program begins September 1, and sign up opens April 1 each year.

Nebraska Interactive Map

This online resource gives teachers an interactive and useful way to understand facts, events, and places from The Nebraska Adventure social studies textbook. Ready-to-implement lesson plans have already been created for your use and align to the 2019 Social Studies Standards.

Supplemental Materials

Request FREE A to Z posters by emailing foundationforag@nefb.org.

Nebraska Farm Bureau Foundation Field Trip Grant

Apply to receive funding for entry fees and/or transportation fees to travel to a working farm or ranch to view modern day agriculture. The application opens in September and remains open until all annual funding is awarded.
I’m All In

Now that you’re hooked on AITC resources, continue to build your toolkit with grade-specific lessons and connect with educators across the state and nation to find additional ways to bring agriculture to life in your classroom.

Instructional Materials

Engage students in activities that align to standards and explore teaching themes such as inquiry-based learning and three-dimensional learning. Use the Curriculum Matrix to find lessons on specific topics and themes for your classroom.

Nebraska Teacher Engagement

Throughout the year, find Nebraska AITC educators at conferences or attend an online or in-person AITC hosted professional development event. This is an opportunity to obtain free resources and develop strategies for embedding authentic agriculture examples into curriculum. Learn more about upcoming workshops online, or contact the Foundation to host an event at your school!

Are you looking for even more ways to get involved?

Contact Nebraska Farm Bureau Foundation at foundationforag@nefb.org with questions to grow your AITC Teacher Toolkit.

Visit www.nefBFoundation.org to access these resources

National Agriculture in the Classroom Conference

Join educators from across the nation to learn how to use agricultural concepts to teach reading, writing, math, science, social studies, and more at the annual national convention. Explore agriculture across the country as the conference has a new location each year.
Agriculture in the Classroom® is a program coordinated by the National Agriculture in the Classroom organization or program. Its goal is to help students gain a greater awareness of the role of agriculture in the economy and society, so that they may become citizens who support wise agricultural policies. The program is carried out in each state, according to state needs and interests, by individuals representing farm organizations, agribusiness, education, and government.

Nebraska Agriculture in the Classroom (AITC) is a statewide program that helps PreK-12 students and teachers develop an awareness and understanding that agriculture is their source of life's necessities. AITC has a long history of creating resources tied to state education content standards to assist teachers and volunteers in connecting students to their source of food, fiber, and fuel – agriculture!

In Nebraska, the Nebraska Farm Bureau Foundation leads the Agriculture in the Classroom program.

The mission of the Nebraska Farm Bureau Foundation is to engage youth, educators, and the general public to promote an understanding of the vital importance of agriculture in the lives of all Nebraskans.

Learn more at [www.nefbfoundation.org](http://www.nefbfoundation.org).
Every year Nebraska Agriculture in the Classroom reaches more than 30,000 students, 600 teachers, and 3,500 volunteers.

**Nebraska Agriculture in the Classroom**

- Offers materials to encourage active learning with hands-on activities for youth.
- Creates instructional materials aligned with Nebraska State Education Standards.
- Equips teachers with free programs and resources to bring agriculture alive in the classroom.

**Connect with Us**

- (402) 421-4747
- foundationforag@nefb.org
- www.nefbfoundation.org